
Adding a Zoom to Linear Temporal LogiUlle EndrissDepartment of Computer Siene, King's College LondonStrand, London WC2R 2LS, United KingdomEmail: endriss�ds.kl.a.ukMotivation. Linear temporal logi has been applied suessfully to problems inprogram spei�ation and veri�ation. However, this logi does not support thenotion of re�nement in a natural manner.We propose to overome this shortoming by adding a zoom to linear temporallogi. The result is a modal logi with models that are based on ordered trees.
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The �gure illustrates the move from linear time to ordered trees. The horizontalmodalities are taken from temporal logi: 3 \sometime in the future", 2 \alwaysin the future", i\in the next state" (and analogously for the past).Adding a Zoom to Linear Temporal Logi (ARW 2002) { 1  2002 by Ulle Endriss, King's College London (endriss�ds.kl.a.uk)



Ordered Tree LogisSyntax. The set of well-formed formulas A of our logi is formed aording to thefollowing BNF prodution rule (p stands for propositional letters):A ::= p j :A j A ^A j iA j iA j iA j 3A j 3A j 3A j 3A j 3+AAdditional propositional onnetives and box-operators may be introdued as de�nedoperators in the usual way (like, for example, 2' = :3:').Semantis. Our logi is a multi-modal logi over frames that are ordered trees:I An ordered tree is a tree where the hildren of eah node form a strit linearorder (Of partiular interest will be the ase where the hildren of eah node arerequired to form a disrete order.)I A model is a pairM = (T ; V ), where T is an ordered tree and V is a valuationfuntion mapping propositional letters to sets of nodes of T .I We indutively de�ne the notion of satisfation (or truth) of a formula ' in amodel M = (T ; V ) at a node t within T as follows:1. M; t j= p i� t 2 V (p) for propositional letters p2. M; t j= :' i� not M; t j= '3. M; t j= ' ^  i� M; t j= ' and M; t j=  4. M; t j= i' i� t has a parent t0 (i.e. t is not the root) and M; t0 j= '5. M; t j= i' i� t has a diret left neighbour t0 and M; t0 j= '6. M; t j= i' i� t has a diret right neighbour t0 and M; t0 j= '7. M; t j= 3' i� t has an anestor t0 with M; t0 j= '8. M; t j= 3' i� t has a left sibling t0 with M; t0 j= '9. M; t j= 3' i� t has a right sibling t0 with M; t0 j= '10. M; t j= 3' i� t has a hild t0 with M; t0 j= '11. M; t j= 3+' i� t has a desendant t0 with M; t0 j= 'Satis�ability and validity. A formula ' is alled satis�able i� it has a model(i.e. i� there are a model M = (T ; V ) and a node t within T with M; t j= ').A formula ' is alled valid (in an ordered tree T ) i� it is satis�ed at every node inevery model (based on T ).Adding a Zoom to Linear Temporal Logi (ARW 2002) { 2  2002 by Ulle Endriss, King's College London (endriss�ds.kl.a.uk)



Talking about TreesReexive modalities. We give a number of examples to demonstrate the ex-pressive power of ordered tree logis. Some of these will make use of the followingreexive variants of the transitive modalities available in our logi:3�' = ' _ 3' 2�' = ' ^ 2'3�' = ' _ 3' 2�' = ' ^ 2'3�' = ' _ 3' 2�' = ' ^ 2'3�' = ' _ 3+' 2�' = ' ^ 2+'Universal modality. The universal modality is de�nable in our logi. The followingtwo operators range over all nodes in a tree:3' = 3�3�' 2' = 2�2�'Tree features. We an easily haraterise simple features of nodes in a tree, suhas being the root or being a leftmost hild:root = : i> leftmost = :3>leaf = :3> rightmost = :3>Correspondene results. We an use axiom shemata to haraterise ertainlasses of ordered trees. For eah of the following, all instanes of the given axiomshema are valid in a tree i� that tree has the orresponding property (all but thelast one refer to the branhing fator, that is, the orders delared over hildren):binary = leftmost _ rightmostbounded = 3�leftmost ^ 3�rightmostdense = : i> ^ : i>weakly-disrete = (3>! i>) ^ (3> ! i>)disrete = 2(2A! A)! (32A! 2A)finite-branhing = bounded ^ disretefinite-depth = A ! 3�(A ^2+:A)Note that we distinguish (strongly) disrete branhing (between any two siblingsthere are only �nitely many other nodes) and weakly disrete branhing (every nodewith a left/right sibling must also have a losest left/right sibling).Adding a Zoom to Linear Temporal Logi (ARW 2002) { 3  2002 by Ulle Endriss, King's College London (endriss�ds.kl.a.uk)


